LACK OF SUMMER PLANS GOT YOU DOWN?

Why not take a U of T German Cinema course in Berlin?

GER354Y Filmstadt Berlin: Cinema / City / Memory
This course explores the city of Berlin through the interpretive lenses of film history, cultural geography, and memory cultures. For more than a century, the cinema has been a key site for generating public memory in Germany. It has also been a cultural and political battlefield. Nowhere is this idea more evident than it is in Berlin. How has the space of this city been imagined and configured on film? In what ways has the cinema been used to shape and reshape a sense of place for historical spectators? How has it articulated complex issues of German history and identity? Students will visit key architectural monuments in the city to explore their contemporary contextualization relative to their cinematic inscription in earlier epochs of German history.

Note: There are no prerequisites for this course, and it can be counted towards program requirements in both German and Cinema Studies.

Program dates: Friday, July 17 to Sunday, August 30, 2009 (6 weeks)
Apply online at www.summerabroad.utoronto.ca
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